
Security boot camp 
How often have you had issues with your computer and called support only to be told that 
you have a virus or that spyware has been installed on your computer? Even people who 
are careful sometimes end up with viruses or spyware on their computers. This is due, in 
part, to the nature of how a computer communicates. There are 65,535 available ports, or 
points of entry, that can be accessed on a computer. In addition, malicious hackers and 
other unscrupulous people use various methods to extract information from unaware 
users.  

Because the bulk of this lesson covers malware -- a general term for malicious software, 
spam, and spyware -- this section covers some of the other, less obvious security threats 
you might face while using today's technology devices, such as PCs, HP iPAQs, and 
notebook computers.  

Social engineering  
Social engineering -- also called pretexting -- plays on human behavior and how people 
interact with one another. This threat doesn't feel like a threat at all. In fact, the victim 
often feels that the person on the other end is trying to help him.  

Here's how it works: You receive a call from someone who says she's a representative 
from your bank. There has been some suspicious activity in your account and she needs 
to verify some information. She then asks you to verify your account number, and asks 
you to provide it. Next, she says she needs your Social Security number and birth date to 
access the account.  

Sounds harmless, right? Actually, you just gave the person on the other end of the phone 
all the information she needs to access your bank account. To protect yourself, never feel 
that you have to give out information. There are several pieces of information that you 
should be gathering instead:  

• Ask for the correct spelling of the person's name.  
• Ask for her employee number.  
• Ask her to tell you your account number.  
• Ask her which transactions have been processed and you'll either verify or deny 

the transaction.  
• Who does the person claim he or she is representing?  

By doing this, if the caller is not legitimate, you'll know. Social engineering plays on 
human behavior and willingness to help and trust others. To protect your personal 
information, you must not be so willing and trusting.  



Phishing  
When this type of information gathering is done via e-mail, it's called phishing, because 
basically the person is fishing for information.  

Here's how it works: You receive an e-mail from your bank stating that it's having some 
trouble processing some automatic payments. The e-mail explains that to clear up the 
problem, you need to click the provided link and log in to the Web site using your user 
name and password.  

If you do, you're directed to a fake Web site where your information is captured. The 
Web site, which looks exactly like the real Web site, has been set up for the sole purpose 
of stealing personal information. Unsuspecting people are often fooled into handing over 
credit card numbers, passwords, and other details. Approximately 5 percent of e-mail 
recipients respond.  

You should never respond to an e-mail asking you to verify any kind of personal 
information. Reputable companies don't ask their customers for passwords or account 
details in an e-mail or phone call, so don't be fooled or intimidated into giving out any 
kind of personal information. Even if you think the e-mail or phone call may be 
legitimate, don't respond. Instead, contact the company by phone or by visiting their Web 
site directly. (The one you have bookmarked; not the one sent to you via e-mail.)  

Theft  
Theft is a real threat in two main ways: identity theft and theft of a device that holds 
personal information. Both are explained in the next two sections. 

Now that you've learned a bit about social engineering, phishing, and how to watch out 
for theft, this section covers the maladies that cause us so many headaches. In this 
section, you'll learn about viruses, worms, and other types of malware that can infect or 
affect your computing experience.  

Viruses  
One of the earliest known forms of malicious code is the virus. The name virus comes 
from the behavior of the code and its similarities to biological viruses. A virus is a 
program or piece of code that's loaded on to your computer without your knowledge. It's 
designed to attach itself to other code and replicate when an infected file is executed or 
launched. At this point, it attaches to other files, adding its code to the application's code 
and continues to spread.  



Even a simple virus is dangerous because it can use all of your computer's available 
memory and processing power, causing it to run slowly or come to a complete stop. 
Many viruses can replicate themselves to other machines, bypassing security measures 
and disabling virus protection software. The types of viruses that exist include:  

• Boot-sector: Places a virus into the first section of the hard disk, so when the 
computer boots up, the virus loads into memory. The boot sector is also called the 
master boot record or master boot sector.  

• Polymorphic: Has the ability to change form each time it's executed; hackers 
developed it to avoid antivirus software detection.  

• Macro: Is inserted into a Microsoft Office document and e-mailed to 
unsuspecting users.  

It's important to keep in mind that a virus usually cannot execute by itself. Viruses have 
to be executed by some type of action, such as clicking a link or opening a file. Since 
2000, the majority of viruses released are actually worms. The number of new viruses 
and worms is growing at an alarming rate (some industry analysts estimate 200 new 
viruses show up on the Internet per month), and newer variants cause more damage as 
virus writers become more sophisticated. Viruses cost you money due to the price of 
protective software -- it's relatively low, but still a cost -- and the time it takes to clean 
your computer and recover lost data.  

Virus protection basics are covered in Lesson 2.  

A virus hoax uses system resources and consumes users' time. Hoaxes often come in the 
form of an e-mail offering free money. One of the more popular ones is the one about 
receiving millions of dollars for opening a bank to help a Nigerian investor. There are 
also hoaxes that tell users to delete files from their systems or inform them that a certain 
program will destroy their system on a certain date. You should always check the validity 
of these types of e-mails before you take action, or worse, forward the e-mail, which just 
helps propagate the hoax.  

The following companies and organizations list virus hoaxes on their Web sites and steps 
to protect you against them:  

• Symantec  
• McAfee Security  
• Sophos  
• Urban Legends Reference Pages at Snopes.com  

Figure 1-1 shows the virus hoax section on the Sophos Web site.  

As a general rule, Microsoft and other reputable vendors don't distribute antivirus 
software updates or patches via e-mail. (They do, however, send alerts and update 
notifications via e-mail, if you sign up for them at their Web sites.) If there's any doubt as 
to whether something is real, check the Web site of the company in question by opening 



your Web browser and entering the company's URL directly or use your bookmarked 
address. Never click a link in a questionable e-mail.  

Trojan horses  
A Trojan horse appears to be useful software, such as a screen saver, utility, or game. It 
may be useful, in fact, but there's code hidden inside that attacks your computer directly 
or enables the system to be compromised by the originator of the code. A common use 
for Trojan horses is the installation of zombie software used for remote control attacks. 
Because the Trojan horse is usually hidden inside the utility or game software, its ability 
to spread relies on the popularity of the software and users' ability and willingness to 
download it, install it, and share it. File sharing, whether it is music, video, or text files 
are a common transport mechanism.  

Antivirus software is designed to detect Trojan horse software programs; therefore, the 
steps to protect a computer from Trojan horse software programs are the same as 
protecting your computer from virus code, which is discussed in Lesson 2.  

Worms  
Worms are similar in function and behavior to a general virus or a Trojan horse with the 
exception that worms are self-replicating. This means that the worm replicates by itself 
without any user interaction. A worm is built to take advantage of a security hole in an 
existing application or operating system, find other computers running the same software, 
and automatically replicate itself to the new host. This process repeats with no user 
intervention.  

After the worm is running on a computer, it checks for Internet connectivity. If it exists, 
the worm then tries to replicate from one system to the next. There are many variants to 
each type of worm. Often, they're quite difficult to remove, so antivirus companies have 
downloadable tools available to remove them.  

Buffer overflow  
A buffer overflow occurs when more data is sent to a computer's memory buffer beyond 
a fixed length boundary, causing it to overwrite data in adjacent memory locations. Many 
times, a buffer overflow is the result of a vulnerability or program flaw in software. For 
example, an application design might allow the input of 100 characters into a field linked 
to a variable capable of holding only 50 characters. As a result, the application doesn't 
know how to handle the extra data and becomes unstable. Usually, the overflow crashes 
the computer and leaves it in an unstable or compromised state, allowing an intruder to 
control the system.  



Criminal hackers take advantage of these known vulnerabilities or flaws by launching 
buffer overflow attacks. Buffer overflows are probably the most common way to cause 
disruption of service and lost data because there's no way to screen bad requests. 
However, as software companies take a more proactive role in developing secure code, 
buffer overflow attacks are decreasing.  

Spoofing  
Spoofing is similar to the concept of telemarketers using caller-ID blocking so you think 
the call is from someone you may want to speak with. Spoofing is one of the most 
common forms of online concealment. Spoofing makes data appear to come from 
somewhere other than where it really originated. This is accomplished by modifying the 
e-mail address or source of information.  

Spoofing fools the e-mail user into thinking that the e-mail came from someone she 
knows or someone of authority. A hacker can impersonate a variety of entities by using 
the service's Internet address or name. Instructions are readily available on the Internet on 
how to generate e-mails that appear to come from a different user.  

Hackers often use this type of attack to get additional information from users to carry out 
a more aggressive plan. Spoofing and phishing often go hand in hand.  

For decades, people have received unsolicited third-class advertisements -- junk mail -- in 
their mailboxes. The information age spawned an electronic version of junk mail called 
spam, which is covered in the next section.  

Just like junk mail clogs your regular mailbox, spam clogs your e-mail inbox. Spam is a 
term that refers to the sending of unsolicited commercial e-mail. Most spam is 
commercial advertising, often for products such as get-rich-quick schemes, physical 
enhancements, adult Web sites, and cheap medications. Spam costs the sender very little 
to send because the actual costs are paid for by the carriers rather than by the sender.  

Being a spammer can be lucrative. Some spammers earn millions of dollars a year for 
various types of Internet businesses, such as online gambling, that involve spam.  

E-mail spam targets individual users with direct e-mail messages. Spammers create their 
e-mail lists by scanning newsgroup postings, stealing Internet mailing lists, or searching 
Web sites for e-mail addresses. Spammers use automated tools to subscribe to as many 
mailing lists as possible so they can capture the lists of addresses, or use the mailing list 
as a direct target for their attacks.  

Eliminating spam  



The best way to have an immediate impact on the amount of spam you receive is to put 
an e-mail filtering solution in place. Most ISPs (Internet service providers) do this by 
placing what they filter out as junk, spam, or bulk mail in a special folder, as shown in 
Figure 1-2.  

f you use Microsoft Outlook 2003 as your e-mail client, you can direct spam to the built-
in Junk E-mail folder. Just select Actions > Junk E-mail > Junk E-mail Options and 
select a level of protection. Use it along with any spam controls offered by your ISP for 
even better protection. In addition, you can buy spam-filtering software. The popular 
antivirus software creators Symantec and McAfee offer software suites that include 
antivirus, antispyware, and antispam tools. Many other companies offer similar products, 
which you'll learn about in Lesson 2.  

Here are some items to consider when dealing with spam:  

• Be cautious when providing your e-mail address on Web sites or newsgroups. 
Many spammers search these for e-mail addresses.  

• Delete unsolicited e-mail messages if you don't know the sender.  
• Don't buy anything from an unsolicited e-mail.  
• Don't respond to spam messages or click links in the messages, especially if the 

link says it's to unsubscribe. This just shows the spammer that you have a valid e-
mail address.  

Requesting to be removed from junk e-mail lists often results in more spam, because it 
verifies you have a legitimate, working e-mail address.  

• Don't use the preview function of your e-mail software. It may automatically 
show that you read the message and that you have a valid e-mail address.  

• Use more than one e-mail address, keeping your personal e-mail address private. 
Get a free anonymous e-mail account from a service such as Hotmail or Yahoo!, 
and use that e-mail address when you purchase items or sign up with groups on 
the Web.  

• Use the BCC (blind carbon copy) feature when sending e-mail messages to 
multiple people to hide their e-mail addresses. This prevents people from seeing 
the other e-mail addresses and collecting them for spam purposes.  

Spam laws help protect you  

Currently, there are state, federal, and international laws that regulate spam. The Spam 
Laws Web site lists many of these laws, along with cases of interest. The most far-
reaching spam legislation enacted by the U.S. government is the CAN-SPAM Act of 
2003. CAN-SPAM stands for Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and 
Marketing. This act requires commercial e-mails to be labeled for identification purposes, 
include the sender's e-mail address, and give the recipient a way to opt out of future e-
mails from the sender.  



Unfortunately, although the act went into effect on January 1, 2004, the number of spam 
e-mails hasn't declined. The problem is due to issues with the global nature of the 
Internet, differing laws among countries, and the difficulty finding and prosecuting 
spammers.  

In addition to spam, another Internet-borne nuisance is spyware. It sounds like something 
James Bond would either wear to a party or install on his computer. Although this form 
of malware isn't quite as dangerous or fanciful as an assassin from SPECTRE, it does 
pose a very real threat to individuals and businesses. The next section covers practical 
methods for preventing spyware from accessing your computer.  

Spyware is computer software that collects personal information about a computer user 
without their informed consent. Spyware may also be advertising-supported software, 
called adware. Spyware allows advertisers to make money from a product without 
directly selling it to the users. Companies offer to place banner ads in their products for 
other companies. In exchange for the ad, a portion of the revenue from banner sales goes 
to the company that places the banner ads in their products. Although this is a wonderful 
concept, it presents some issues for users.  

The companies also install additional tracking software on your computer, which 
continuously keeps in contact with the company over your Internet connection. It reports 
data to the company, such as your surfing habits and which Web sites you've visited.  

Although the companies state that there will be no sensitive or identifying data collected 
from your computer, the fact remains that you have software on your PC that's sending 
information about you and your surfing habits to a remote location.  

Although spyware is not an illegal type of software, there are certain privacy issues at 
risk. Although legitimate adware companies disclose the nature of data that's collected 
and transmitted, there's almost no way for the user to actually control which data is being 
sent. Plus, this technology is capable of sending more than just banner statistics. This is 
the reason that so many people feel uncomfortable with the idea, and many users just 
don't like that advertisers think it's okay to track Web surfing habits to target ads. So what 
can you do about this?  

Eliminating spyware  
Like banner ads, a similar source of spyware is through pop-up ads. You've seen them -- 
while you're surfing the Web, a window pops up, asking you to play a game or click for 
more information on a product. If you run Microsoft Windows XP with Service Pack 2, 
Pop-Up Blocker is enabled in Internet Explorer 6 to restrict pop-up ads, letting you 
choose to view only those pop-ups you know are legitimate.  

In addition, there are many spyware eliminator programs available, such as Ad-Aware SE 
Personal by Lavasoft, which is shown in Figure 1-3.  



Programs that prevent spyware and adware scan your computer similar to how antivirus 
software scans for viruses. When it finds spyware, it can quarantine or isolate it. Besides 
Ad-Aware, Symantec's Norton Internet Security includes an antispyware component, as 
do most reputable protection software packages on the market today.  

For additional information on spyware and adware, read the article titled HP and Compaq 
PCs -- About Spyware, Adware, and Browser Hijacking Software.  

How do I know if my computer has 
spyware installed?  
Here are some indications your computer may contain spyware:  

• The computer is slow, especially when browsing the Internet.  
• It takes a long time for the Microsoft Windows desktop to come up.  
• Clicking a link does nothing or goes to a different Web site than expected.  
• Your browser home page changes and you may not be able to reset it.  
• Web pages are automatically added to your Favorites list.  
• Download and install Microsoft Windows Defender. It's free, it works, and it 

provides automatic updates.  

Besides spyware, there are also many PC surveillance tools that enable users to monitor 
activity on a computer. These tools are often designed for parents to monitor their 
children's Internet surfing habits or for businesses to monitor employee's Web use. 
Sometimes they're even used by one spouse to spy on the other. These programs, which 
include keystroke capturing, e-mail logging, and chat logging, can be easily abused if 
they're installed on your computer without your knowledge. Although these tools are 
perfectly legal in most instances, if they're abused, they can violate your privacy.  

Now that you're well acquainted with the threats your computer faces, take a look at five 
different methods of protecting your system from those threats.  

You have control over your computing environment. The days of installing an operating 
system and forgetting about it are over. You must be vigilant about keeping your 
environment safe. Otherwise, you'll spend more time trying to fix what's ailing it than 
you will enjoying the wonderful services it can perform. This section covers five things 
every user should do to protect their computer.  

Install and use antivirus software 
programs  



Antivirus software is covered extensively in Lesson 2, so it's not covered in great detail 
here, but it's imperative that you install antivirus software and keep it up to date. 
Antivirus software vendors update their virus lists regularly. Configure your antivirus 
software to update itself daily, or even every few hours if a new fast-spreading virus or 
worm is reported. Know how to check whether the antivirus software is current and 
running (some malware will actually attempt to disable antivirus software), as well as 
how to check for updates manually.  

Some antivirus software suites protect from spyware as well; some don't. Be sure you 
know what you're protected against.  

Make sure you purchase a subscription for updates if needed. Some vendors offer a free 
trial period for updates -- usually 60 to 90 days. After that period, you may need to make 
an additional purchase to ensure you receive current updates.  

If your computer does get a virus, the vendor may offer free cleanup programs that you 
can download and run. Clean your computer as quickly as possible.  

Be careful when opening e-mail 
attachments  
Avoid opening e-mail attachments, even if they come from your friends, relatives, or 
colleagues. Remember that spoofing allows someone to send an e-mail that looks like it 
comes from someone else. The people writing e-mail viruses do their best to lure you into 
running viruses and worms by making them look like order confirmations, follow-ups to 
previous e-mails, or simply "hi" messages. This is social engineering at its best. The 
messages look like something you want to read from someone you know.  

If you decide it's safe to download an e-mail attachment, always scan the attachment for 
viruses or configure your antivirus software to automatically scan all e-mail messages.  

Keep your computer updated  
Most vendors provide patches that fix vulnerabilities or bugs in their software. These 
patches are often provided free of charge on their Web sites. After you purchase software, 
visit the vendor's Web site to see if and how the vendor supplies patches. Some vendors, 
such as Microsoft, let you receive patch notices via e-mail by subscribing to mailing lists 
on their Web sites or through automatic updates. Through this type of service, you can 
learn about problems with your computer even before you discover them and, hopefully, 
before intruders have the chance to exploit them.  

Set Control Panel, Security Center to automatically download and install Microsoft 
Critical Updates. Microsoft releases its Critical patches the second Tuesday of each 



month. If you want to get the update immediately, you must run Windows Update 
manually or it may take a few days before your computer will be scheduled (by 
Microsoft) to receive the update. Due to sever limitations, Microsoft can't deliver the 
updates to everyone on the same day. It may take up to 7 days to get the updates 
automatically.  

Use care when downloading and installing 
programs  
Anyone who writes a software program can distribute it through any means available, 
such as through the Web or by sending you a copy. We've all received CD-ROMs in the 
mail. How do you know that the CD contains what the label says it does? There are no 
guarantees.  

A software program runs on your computer based on how it's programmed. Sometimes 
there's no explanation of what a program is supposed to do or what it actually does. There 
may be no user's guide or any way to contact the person who created the program. You're 
on your own, trying to weigh a program's benefits against the risks of harm that it might 
cause. In the end, don't download or install any application unless you're really sure you 
need it and trust its source.  

Use a firewall  
A firewall is a component placed on computers to help eliminate undesired access by the 
outside world. It can be comprised of hardware, software, or a combination of both. A 
firewall is the first line of defense for your computer. The potential for hackers to access 
data through the telecommuter's PC has grown substantially, and threatens to infiltrate 
your networks. Hacker tools have become more sophisticated and difficult to spot. 
Always-connected computers, typical with cable and DSL (digital subscriber line) 
modems, give attackers copious amounts of time to discover and exploit computer 
vulnerabilities.  

Firewalls come in two varieties: software and hardware. Like most other solutions, each 
has strengths and weaknesses. Software firewalls are more flexible in that they let you 
move from network to network. Typically, the first time a program tries to access the 
Internet, a software firewall asks whether it should allow the communication. Here's a list 
of the most commonly used software firewalls:  

• Windows Firewall (included in Service Pack 2)  
• Internet Security Systems BlackICE PC Protection  
• McAfee Internet Security Suite  
• Norton Internet Security  
• Zone Labs ZoneAlarm  



Hardware firewalls provide an additional outer layer of defense that can more effectively 
hide connected PCs. Inexpensive routers move traffic between the Internet and computers 
on home networks, which hide the IP addresses of computers so that all outgoing traffic 
seems to come from the same address.  

Even a good firewall can't protect your computer and your personal information if you 
don't think before you download. A firewall is only one part of a comprehensive security 
strategy. Always exercise a proper level of caution. No system is foolproof, but the right 
combination of hardware, software, and good habits will make your computing 
environment safer.  

Additional information on protecting your computer and personal information can be 
found at these HP Web sites:  

• Personal computing security center  
• My HP Club  
• HP Online classes -- security solutions (specifically, HP offers courses on firewall 

basics as well as spam and spyware, be sure to check those out to further educate 
yourself on security issues)  

In addition, you can search for information on the CERT and FTC (Federal Trade 
Commission) Web sites. Just enter the organization names in your favorite search engine 
to get to the sites.  

The tools described in this lesson should get you well on your way to protecting your 
computer from the various threats on the Internet today. Try them out and see which ones 
work best for you.  

Moving on  
In this lesson, you explored some fundamental security threats, learned about viruses, 
worms, and other malware, and also discovered spam and spyware. Finally, you explored 
some ways to protect your computer. In Lesson 2, you'll learn about virus protection 
basics. Before you move on, do the assignment and take the quiz for this lesson. In 
addition, be sure to visit the Message Board to find out what your instructor and fellow 
students are up to.  

 


